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We present the concept of module systems for cancellative monoid. This concept
Žis a common generalization of the notion of an ideal system as presented by F.
Ž ..Halter-Koch ‘‘Ideal Systems,’’ Dekker, New York, 1997 and the notion of a
Ž Žsemistar operation as introduced by A. Okabe and R. Matsuda Math. J. Toyama
Ž . ..Uni . 17 1994 , 121 . It allows a new insight into the connection between
Žsemistar operations and localizing systems as developed in by M. Fontana and J.
Ž ŽA. Huckaba in ‘‘Commutative Rings in a Non-Noetherian Setting’’ S. T. Chap-
. ..man and S. Glanz, Eds. , Kluwer Academic, DordrechtNorwell, MA, 2000 , a
Ž Žgeneral theory of flatness including results of M. Fontana in ‘‘Advances in
Ž .Commutative Ring Theory’’ D. E. Dobbs et al., Eds. , pp. 271306, Dekker, New
. Ž ŽYork, 1999 and S. Gabelli in ‘‘Advances in Commutative Ring Theory’’ D. E.
. ..Dobbs et al., Eds. , pp. 391409, Dekker, New York, 1999 and a new presentation
of the theory of generalized integral closures.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
The aim of this paper is to present the concept of module systems which
Ž .generalizes the notion of ideal systems Lorenzen r-systems on commuta-
Ž .    tive cancellative monoids or po-groups as presented in 11 or 8 . This
concept allows a unified treatment of ideal systems on overmonoids
Ž .quotient monoids, integral closures, flat extensions and comprises the
concept of semistar operations in the case of integral domains. We also
Ž present a purely multiplicative theory of localizing systems as in 6, Chap.
.5.1 and relate them to module systems. This relation has its prototype in
the connection between semistar operations and localizing systems as
 presented in 4 . In fact, that paper stimulated the investigations which led
to the present manuscript. As a consequence, it also contains generaliza-
 tions and fresh proofs of most of the results of 4 .
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This paper is organized as follows. The first three sections contain the
fundamentals of the theory of module systems. Sections 4 and 5 contain
the multiplicative theory of localizing systems and their interrelations with
module systems. Here the notions of stable module systems and spectral
Ž  .localizing systems which we adopted from 4 are fundamental. Section 6
deals with localizing systems satisfying a finiteness condition and their
interrelations with finitary module systems. In Section 7 we present a
general theory of flatness, and in Section 8 we discuss the concept of
generalized integral closures in the frame of module systems. In a subse-
quent paper the theory will be applied to characterize Prufer monoids with¨
special properties.
  Ž .Throughout, we shall use the terminology of 8 with a few exceptions .
By a monoid H we always mean a multiplicative commutative semigroup
Ž .with a unit element 1H satisfying 1a a for all aH and a zero
Ž .   4element 0H satisfying 0a 0 for all aH . We set H H  0
and denote by H the group of all invertible elements of H. By a groupoid
  Ž  .we mean a monoid G satisfying G G equivalently: G is a group . A
monoid H is called cancellative if every aH  is cancellative. A monoid
ŽH is cancellative if and only if it is the submonoid of some groupoid a
.submonoid is always assumed to contain 0 and 1 . Every cancellative
Žmonoid H possesses a quotient groupoid G this is a groupoid GH
 .such that G is a quotient group of H . If G is a quotient groupoid of H,
Ž . Žwe denote by F H the set of all H-fractional subsets of G recall that a
.subset X	G is called H-fractional if cX	H for some cH . By an
oermonoid of a cancellative monoid H we mean a monoid D satisfying
H	D	G. For any subset X, Y of G, we set
 4X : Y  aG 
 aY	 X ,Ž .
Ž . Ž  4.and for yG, we set X : y  X : y .
Every integral domain H is a monoid, and every field G is a groupoid
Ž .disregard the additive structure . Also, G is a quotient field of the domain
H if and only if G is a quotient groupoid of the monoid H.
Ž . Ž .For a set X, we denote by  X the power set of X and by  X thef
set of all finite subsets of X.
1. DEFINITION OF MODULE SYSTEMS
Throughout this section, let G be a groupoid.
1.1. DEFINITION. A module system on G is a map
 G  GŽ . Ž .
r : ½ X  Xr
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Ž .such that the following properties are fulfilled for all X, Y G and
cG.
Ž .  4M1 X 0 	 X .r
Ž .M2 X	 Y implies X 	 Y .r r r
Ž . Ž .M3 cX  cX .r r
By an r-module we mean a subset J	G satisfying J  J, and wer
Ž .denote by M  M G the set of all r-modules. An r-module J is calledr r
Ž .r-finitely generated if J E for some E G . We denote by M r f r , f
Ž .M G the set of all r-finitely generated r-modules. By an r-monoid wer , f
mean an r-module which is a submonoid of G.
Before we discuss examples, we gather the most important elementary
properties of module systems and develop some related concepts. The
properties listed in the following proposition will be used freely in the
sequel.
Ž .1.2. PROPOSITION Elementary Properties of Module Systems . Let r be
a module system on G, and let X, Y be subsets of G.
 4  41.  0  0 .r r
2. X	 Y implies X 	 Y .r r
Ž . Ž  4. Ž  4.3. X  X  X  0  X 0 . In particular, X is an r-r r r r r r
module.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4. XY  XY  X Y .r r r r r r
Ž . Ž .5. For any family X in  G , we hae A
X 	 X  X .Ž . Ž .    r rž / ž /
A A Ar r
6. The intersection of any family of r-modules is again an r-module.
7. We hae
X  J ,r
J Mr
JX
and X is the smallest r-module containing X.r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .8. X : Y 	 X : Y  X : Y , and if J is an r-module, then J : Yr r r
is also an r-module.
Proof. The proofs of these properties are literally the same as those for
Ž the corresponding properties of ideal systems see 8, Propositions 2.1, 2.3,
.and 11.7 .
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1.3. DEFINITION. Let r be a module system on G. For X, Y M , wer
call
I  J IJŽ . rr
the r-product of I and J. The composition  on M is called r-multiplica-r r
tion.
1.4. COROLLARY. Let r be a module system on G.
 41. If H	G is a submonoid, then H is an r-monoid. In particular, 1r r
is the smallest r-monoid in G.
Ž .  42. M ,  is a monoid with unit element 1 , and M is a submonoid.r r r r , f
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. If H	G is a submonoid, then H H 	 H H  HHr r r r r r
H , and thus H is also a submonoid.r r
Ž .2. Clearly, M ,  is a commutative semigroup, and if J M , thenr r r
 4 Ž .J  1  J1  J . If I, J M , say I E and J F for some E, Fr r r r r , f r r
Ž . Ž . G , then I  J EF  M .f r r r , f
1.5. DEFINITION. Let r be a module system on G and let H	G be a
Ž .submonoid. For X G , we define
X  XH ,Ž . rr H 
  Ž . Ž .and we call r H :  G  G the extension of r with H.
1.6. PROPOSITION. Let r be a module system on G and let H	G be a
submonoid.
       41. r H is a module system on G, r H  r H and 1 H .r r H  r
 42. M  J M 
 JH  J .r H  r r
   43. r H  r holds if and only if H	 1 .r
    4. If H	D	G is a submonoid, then r H D  r D .
 4 Ž .Proof. 1. By definition, we have 1 H , and if X G , thenr H  r
Ž . Ž . Ž .X  XH  XH  X . Hence it remains to prove that M1 ,r H  r r r r H r
Ž . Ž .   Ž .M2 , and M3 are satisfied for r H . Suppose that X, Y G and
Ž .cG. M1 is obvious.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .M2 If X	 Y  YH , then X  XH 	 YH H r H  r r H  r r r
Ž .YH  Y .r r H 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M3 cX  cXH  c XH  cX .r H  r r r H 
Ž .2. If J M , then J	 J 	 JH  J  J implies J J  M ,r H  r r r H  r r
Ž . Ž .and J	 JH 	 JH  JH  J  J implies JH  J.r r r r r H  r
Ž . Ž .If J M and JH  J, then J  JH  JH  J  J.r r r H  r r r r
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   4  4  43. If r H  r, then 1  1 H H. If H	 1 and Xr r H  r r
Ž . Ž . Ž  4 . Ž . G , then X  XH 	 X 1  X 	 XH  X impliesr H  r r r r r r H 
X  X .r H  r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4. If X G , then X  XD  XDH  XD r H D  r H  r r
X .r D 
Ž .1.7. EXAMPLES Remarks and Conventions . 1. Let H	G be a sub-
Ž . Ž . Žmonoid of G and let q:  H  H be an ideal system on H in the
 . Ž . Ž .sense of 8, Definition 2.1 . A module system q:  G  G satisfying
Ž . Ž .q 
  H  q is said to extend q or to be an extension of q. Let q :  G
Ž . G be defined by
X , if X F H ,Ž .q
X q ½ G , if X F H .Ž .
Then q is a module system on G extending q. We call q the triial 
extension of q. Since every ideal system on H has at least one extension to
a module system on G, we may view the theory of ideal systems as a
special case of the theory of module systems.
2. Let r be a module system on G and let H	G be an r-monoid.
For cH, we have
 4  4c  c 1  cH  cH   r H r H r
by Proposition 1.6.1, and X	H implies X 	H. Hencer
 r  r H 
  H :  H  HŽ . Ž . Ž .H
Ž  .is an ideal system on H in the sense of 8, Definition 2.1 . We call r theH
ideal system induced on H by r. We shall adopt all notions concerning ideal
systems for r , and thereby we shall write r instead of r . In particular, weH H
Ž . Ž . Ž .denote by I H  M  H the set of all r-ideals of H, by r-spec Hr r H 
Ž .the set of all prime r-ideals, and by r-max H the set of all r-maximal
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r-ideals of H; we set I H  M  H , F H  M  F Hr , f r H , f r r H 
Ž . Ž .and F H  M  F H to denote the set of all finitely generatedr , f r H , f
r-ideals, fractional r-ideals and finitely generated fractional r-ideals, re-
Ž  .spectively the notations are consistent with those used in 8, 2.1 and 11.1 .
 By definition, the module system r H is an extension of the ideal system
  Ž . Ž .r , but in general r H  r see 3 and 4 below .H H 
Ž . Ž .If q is an ideal system on H, then clearly q q 
  H  q .  H
Ž . Ž .3. The triial module system s:  G  G is defined by
 4X  X 0 .s
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 If H	G is a submonoid, then s H is given by
XH , if X,
X sH  ½  40 , if X,
  Ž . Ž .and s  s H 
  H is the usual s-system of ordinary semigroup idealsH
Ž  .  on H see 8, 2.2 . In particular, s G is the only ideal system on G. Note
  Ž .that in general s H  s .H 
Ž .4. The additie system. Let G be a field. For X G , let X bed
Ž . Ž .the additive subgroup of G generated by X. Then d:  G  G is a
module system on G, called the additie system. The d-modules in G are
just the additive subgroups of G, and the d-monoids are the subrings of G.
 4In particular, 1 is the prime field of G.d
Ž .If H	G is a subring and X G , then X is the H-submoduledH 
of G generated by X. Hence M consists of all H-submodules of G,dH 
Ž . Ž .I H consists of all ideals of H in the ordinary ring-theoretical sense ,d
 and d H -finitely generated means the same as finitely generated as an
H-module. The ideal system d is the usual ideal system of ordinary ringH
Ž  .   Ž .ideals see 8, 2.2 . In general we have d H  d .H 
5. Let H	G be a submonoid and let G be a quotient groupoid of
Ž .H. For X G , we set
X  H : H : X .Ž .Ž . Ž H .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then  H :  G  G is a module system on G satisfying X G Ž H .
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .if X F H and 1 H. Hence   H  H 
  H is an Ž H . H H
Ž . Ž .ideal system on H and  H   . Note that  is the usual -systemH  H
Ž  .of divisorial ideals on H see 8, 11.4 . If H	D	G is a submonoid,
Ž .then in general  H   .D D
6. Let r be a module system on G, and let H	D	G be r-sub-
Ž .monoids. For I I H , we callr
I e  I  ID  I DŽ . Ž .rr D  r
Ž . Ž .the extension of I to D with respect to r , and for J I D , we callr
J c  JH I HŽ .r
Ž .the contraction of J to H . The following properties are easily checked for
Ž . Ž . Ž  .all I, I I H and J, J I D see also 13, Chap. IV, 8 .r r
1. I	 I implies I e 	 Ie, and J	 J implies J c 	 Jc.
2. I ec  I and J ce 	 J.
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3. I ece  I e and J cec  J c.
ŽŽ . .e Ž e e. c c ŽŽ . .c4. I I  I  I and J  J 	 J J .r H  r D  r D 
Ž .e e e Ž .c c c5. I I 	 I  I and J J  J  J .
Ž .e e e Ž .c c c6. I  I  I  I and J  J  J  J .r H  r D  r D  r H 
2. FINITARY MODULE SYSTEMS
Throughout this section, let G be a groupoid.
Ž .2.1. DEFINITION. Let r be a module system on G. We define r :  Gf
Ž . G by
X  E .r rf
Ž .E Xf
The module system r is called finitary or of finite type if r r .f
By definition, r is finitary if and only if
X  E for all X G .Ž .r r
Ž .E Xf
For any module system r on G, we have X  E , and thereforer E Ž X . rf
r is finitary if and only if
X 	 E for all X G .Ž .r r
Ž .E Xf
Ž .2.2. EXAMPLES. 1. The module systems s defined in 1.7.3 and d
Ž .defined in 1.7.4 are finitary.
2. Let H be a submonoid of G such that G is a quotient groupoid
Ž . Ž .of H. The module system  H defined in 1.7.5 is usually not finitary.
Ž .For example, if H is a valuation monoid, then  H is finitary if and only
Ž  .if the maximal ideal of H is principal see 8, Theorem 15.3 .
3. Let r be a finitary module system on G and let H	G be an
Ž r-monoid. Then r is a finitary ideal system on H in the sense of 8,H
.Definition 3.1 .
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let r be a module system on G.
Ž . Ž .1. r :  G  G is a finitary module system on G, M 	 M , E f r r rf
Ž .E for all E G , and M  M .r f r , f r , ff f
2. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .a r is finitary.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b For eery directed family X in  G , we hae A
X  X .Ž .   rž /
A Ar
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Ž .c The union of eery directed family of r-modules is again an
r-module.
Ž . Ž .d For all X G and J M such that J	 X , there existsr , f r
Ž .some E X such that J	 E .f r
Ž .3. Let r be finitary, and let X G and X  M . Then there existsr r , f
Ž .some E X such that E  X .f r r
 4. If r is finitary and H	G is a submonoid, then r H is also finitary.
Proof. 1. The proof is the same as that of the corresponding state-
Ž  .ment for ideal systems see 8, Proposition 3.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2. a  b Since always  X 	  X , it remains A  r  A  r
Ž .to prove the other inclusion. If x  X , there exists some finite A  r
Ž .subset E	 X such that x E . Since X is directed, we A  r   A
Ž .have E	 X , and hence x E 	 X for some  A. r  r
Ž . Ž .b  c is obvious.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  c  a and a  d are proved as in 8, Proposition 3.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4d  a Suppose that X G and a X . Then J a r r
M and J	 X , which implies J	 E and hence a E for some Er , f r r r
Ž . X .f
Ž . Ž .3. Obvious by 2 d set J X .r
Ž .4. If X G , then
E  EH  F  XH  X ,Ž . Ž .  r rr H  r r H 
Ž . Ž . Ž .E X E X F XHf f f
Ž .and the assertion follows by 2 c .
Ž .2.4. THEOREM Construction of Finitary Module Systems . Let H	G
Ž . Ž .be a submonoid and let G be a quotient groupoid of H. Let r :  H  Gf
Ž . Ž . Ž .be a map such that the conditions M1 , M2 , and M3 of Definition 1.1 are
Ž .satisfied for all X, Y H and cH. Then there exists a unique finitary
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .module system r :  G  G such that r 
 H  r. If E G andf f
cH  is such that cE	H, then
1E  c cE , Ž . Ž .rr
Ž .and for X G , we hae
X  E . Ž .r r
Ž .E Xf
Ž .Proof. If r is a finitary module system such that r 
 H  r, thenf
Ž . Ž . and  hold, and thus r is uniquely determined by r.
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Ž . Ž .To prove existence, we first define r :  G  G as follows: If˜ f
Ž .  1Ž .E G and cH is such that cE	H, we set E  c cE . It isf r r˜
easily checked that this definition is independent of the choice of c and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that M1 , M2 , and M3 are satisfied for r and all X, Y G and˜ f
Ž . Ž .cG. Now we define r :  G  G by
X  E .r r˜
Ž .E Xf
Ž . Ž .Then we have r 
  G  r and hence r 
  H  r. Therefore it remains˜ f
to prove that r is a module system. This is done in essentially the same way
 as in the proof of 8, Proposition 3.3 .
2.5. COROLLARY. Let H	G be a submonoid such that G is a quotient
groupoid of H, and let r be a finitary ideal system on H. Then there exists a
Ž .unique finitary module system r on G such that r 
  H  r.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, there even exists a unique finitary module
Ž . Ž .system r on G such that r 
  H  r. For X H , we havef
X  E  E  X , r r r r
Ž . Ž .E X E Xf f
Ž .and consequently r 
 H  r.
2.6. CONVENTION. In any of the situations of 2.4 and 2.5, we shall write
r instead of r. In this way, a finitary ideal system r on a cancellative
Ž .monoid H will always be identified with the unique finitary module
Ž .system on its quotient groupoid extending r. In this way, we have
 s H  s for a cancellative monoid HŽ .H
and
 d H  d for an integral domain H .Ž .H
2.7. COROLLARY. Let H be a submonoid of G such that G is a quotient
groupoid of H, and let r, r  be finitary module systems on G. Then r r 
Ž . Ž .holds if and only if r 
  H  r  
 H .f f
Proof. Obvious by Theorem 2.4.
2.8. FURTHER EXAMPLES. Let H	D be a submonoid such that G is a
Žquotient groupoid of H, and let q be a finitary ideal system on H viewed
.as a module system on G; see 2.6 .
Ž .1. Let 	 F H be a non-empty system of fractional q-idealsq
with the following properties:
Ž .1 H	 B for all B.
Ž .2 For all B , B  , there exists some B such that1 2
B B 	 B.1 2
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Then  is directed, and therefore the monoid
H  B
B
Ž .is a q-monoid. For X G , we have
X  XH  XB  XBŽ . Ž . q qqH   ž /
B Bq
Ž  4 .since XB 
 B is directed and q is finitary . Hence the ideal system
  q H on  coincides with the ideal system q constructed in 8, 
Theorem 14.4 .
In the following two examples, we consider two important special cases
of this construction: generalized integral closures and generalized quotient
monoids.
Ž .2. Generalized integral closures. The q-closure cl H is defined byq
cl H  J : J  E : E 	G.Ž . Ž . Ž . q q
Ž . Ž .JI H E Hfq , f
 4E 0 4J 0
Ž . Ž .  44 Ž . Ž .The system J : J 
 J I H , J 0 has the properties 1 and 2 ofq, f
Ž . Ž .1; hence cl H is a q-monoid, and for X G , we haveq
X  J : J X  E : E X .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . qqcl Ž H . q qq
Ž . Ž .JI H E Hfq , f
 4E 0 4J 0
 Ž . Ž . Hence q cl H coincides with the ideal system cl q introduced in 8,q
Theorem 14.5 .
3. Generalized quotient monoids. By a q-multiplicatie system in H
Ž .we mean a subset  L	 I H which is closed under the q-multiplica-q
Ž .tion i.e., I, J L implies I  J L . For a q-multiplicative system L , theq
monoid
H  H : L 	GŽ .L
LL
is called the generalized quotient monoid of H with respect to L or the
Ž  .L-transform of H see 8, Exercise 11.11 . There is an extensive literature
Žconcerning quotient rings defined by multiplicative systems of ideals see
  .5 and the literature cited there . Let L be a q-multiplicative system in
Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .H. Then the system H : L 
 L L 	 F H has the properties 1 andq
Ž . Ž .2 of 1; hence H is a q-monoid, and for X G , we haveL
X  X H : L .Ž .Ž . qqH L
LL
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Ž . Ž . 4For any X G , the set X : L 
 L L is directed, and thereforeq
X  X : L 	GŽ .L q
LL
Ž Ž .. Ž .is a q-module. For every L L , we have X H : L 	 X : L , andq q
hence
X 	 X .qH  LL
Ž .In general, equality does not hold here, and the map X X failsq L
Ževen to be a module system this is true, however, if L is a q-localizing
Ž .system see Section 4 .
A subset L 	 L is called a basis if, for every L L there exists some0
L  L such that L 	 L. If L 	 L is a basis, then it is easily checked0 0 0 0
Ž .that X  X for all X G , and thus in particular H H andL L L L0 0
Ž .X  X . If L  L is q-invertible and X   G , thenqH  qH L L 0
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž  .X H : L  X : L by 8, Corollary 12.1 , and thus we obtain theq q
following result:
Let L be a q-multiplicative system possessing a basis consisting of
Ž .q-invertible ideals. Then X  X for all X G .qH  LL
Ž . 4. Ordinary quotient monoids. Let T	H be a multiplicatively
 4 Ž .closed subset and let L tH 
 t T 	 I H . Then L is a q-multi-q
plicative system, and
H  H : tH  t1H T1HŽ . L
tT tT
Žcoincides with the ordinary quotient monoid of H with respect to T which
. Ž .is therefore a q-monoid . For X G , we have by 3,
X 1  X  X  T1 X  X 1 ,Ž . Ž .1qT H  q q q T q q T H L
1  where T q is the quotient system defined in 8, Theorem 4.4 . Hence we
1  1 obtain T q q T H .
5. For xG, we set
n
n  H x  Hx  Hx 	G ,q   ž / ž /
n0 n0 0q q
 and we say that H x arises from H by q-adjoining x. The systemq
Ž  . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .HHx Hx 
  0 	 F H has the properties 1 and 2 ofq q
       1; hence H x is a q-monoid. We set q x  q H x and obtain, for anyq q
Ž .X G ,
n
 nX  X Hx  X x .  q x  qž /ž /
n0 0 n0q qq
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    ŽIf H is an integral domain, then H x H x in the usual ring-theoreti-d
.cal meaning .
6. Let  be the module system defined in Example 1.7.5. As in theH
Ž .theory of ideal systems, we call t   the t-system associated with HH H f
Ž  .see 8, Definition 11.4 . Note that if H	D	G is a submonoid, then in
 general t D  t .H D
3. COMPARISON OF MODULE SYSTEMS
Throughout this section, let G be a groupoid.
3.1. DEFINITION. Let q and r be module systems on G. We say that q
is finer than r, or r is coarser than q, q r, if M 	 M .r q
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let q and r be module systems on G. Then the
following assertions are equialent:
1. q r.
Ž .2. For all X G , we hae X 	 X .q r
Ž . Ž .3. For all X G , we hae X  X .r q r
If , moreoer, q is finitary, then there are also equialent:
Ž .4. For all E G , we hae E 	 E .f q r
5. q r .f
6. M 	 M .r , f q
Proof. The proofs are literally the same as those of the corresponding
Ž  statements for ideal systems see 8, Proposition 5.1 .
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let q and r be module systems on G, and let H	G
be a submonoid.
 1. r  r r H .f
   2. q r implies q H  r H .
3. Let q be finitary and let G be a quotient groupoid of H. Then q r
Ž .holds if and only if E 	 E for all E H .q r f
 44. If H	 1 , then s  r.r H
5. If H is an r-monoid and G is a quotient groupoid of H, then r .H
If , moreoer, r is finitary, then r t .H
Proof. 1 and 2 are obvious.
Ž .3. If E 	 E holds for all E H , then it holds for all Eq r f
Ž . G , and the assertion follows by Proposition 3.2.f
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 44. If  X	G, then X  XH	 X 1 r	 X .sH  r
Ž .5. For X G , we have
X  H : H : X  b1HŽ .Ž . H
Ž .b H : X
b0
Ž .where the empty intersection equals G . Now H M implies X  Mr  rH
Ž .and hence X  X . Consequently, we obtain r . r  HH H
Ž .3.4. Remark Connection with Semistar Operations . Let H be an inte-
gral domain with quotient field G. Then a module system r on G satisfying
  Žd H  r is essentially the same thing as a semistar operation on H as
 introduced by A. Okabe and R. Matsuda 12 and investigated by M.
 .Fontana and J. A. Huckaba 4 . Let us recall the definition.
A semistar operation on H is a map
M  MdH  dH : ½ X X*
such that the following conditions are fulfilled for all X, Y M anddH 
cG:
Ž . Ž .1 cX * cX*.
Ž .2 X	 X*, and X	 Y implies X*	 Y *.
Ž .3 X** X*.
Ž . Ž .If  is a semistar operation on H, we define r*:  G  G by
X  X *.Ž .r* dH 
 Then r* is a module system on G such that d H  r*, and r* 
 M .dH 
 Conversely, if r is a module system on G such that d H  r, then
r 
 M : M  M is a semistar operation on H.dH  dH  dH 
Certain module systems on a field G arise in a natural way from abstract
 Kronecker function rings as defined in 10 . Let us recall the definition.
Ž .Let G be a field and let G X be a rational function field over G. A
Ž .subring R	G X is called a G-function ring if the following two condi-
tions are satisfied.
Ž . F1 X R .
Ž .   Ž .F2 For every f K X , we have f f 0 R.
Ž .3.5. PROPOSITION. Let G be a field, let G X be a rational function field
Ž .oer G, and let R	G X be a G-function ring. Then there exists a unique
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finitary module system r on G such that
² :E  E G for all E GŽ .r R f
Ž ² : .where E denotes the R-module generated by E .R
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we must prove that M1 , M2 , and M3 are
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfied for all X, Y G and all cG. For M1 and M2 , there isf
² : Ž . Ž .nothing to do. If J X R, then cX  c JG  cJG cX .R r r
4. LOCALIZING SYSTEMS
Throughout this section, let H be a cancellative monoid, let q be a
finitary ideal system on H, and let G be a quotient groupoid of H.
Recall from Example 2.8.3 that a q-multiplicatie system in H is a
Ž . Žnon-empty multiplicatively closed subset L	 I H with respect to theq
. Ž . Ž .q-multiplication . For a q-multiplicative system L	 I H and X G ,q
we set
X  X : L  M .Ž .L q q
LL
Ž .4.1. DEFINITION. Let  L	 I H be a subset. We consider theq
following properties.
Ž . Ž .LS1 If I L , J I H and I	 J, then J L .q
Ž . Ž . Ž .LS2 If I L , J I H and J : a H L for all a I, thenq
J L .
Ž . Ž .LS3 For every I L , there exists some J L I H such thatq, f
J	 I.
Ž .L is called saturated if it satisfies LS1 . L is called finitary if it satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž .LS3 . L is called a q-localizing system if it satisfies LS1 and LS2 .
Ž . Ž .We define  :  G  G byL
X  X  X : L 	G.Ž . L qL
LL
Let L be a q-multiplicative system in H. We set
L J I H 
 J	 L for some L LŽ . 4q
and call L the saturation of L . L is a saturated q-multiplicative system,
   , and L L holds if and only if L is saturated. Since I  J	 I JL L q
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Ž .for all I, J I H , every saturated q-multiplicative system is a filter. Inq
the sequel, we shall deal only with saturated q-multiplicative systems L
Ž .since we always may pass to L , this is really no restriction .
Using the terminology of Example 2.8.3, it is plain that a q-multiplica-
tive system is finitary if and only if it possesses a basis consisting of
q-finitely generated q-ideals.
4.2. PROPOSITION. 1. Eery q-localizing system is a saturated q-multi-
plicatie system.
2. Eery finitary q-multiplicatie system is a q-localizing system.
Ž .Proof. 1. Let L	 I H be a q-localizing system. We must proveq
that L is closed under q-multiplication. Suppose that I, J L . For every
Ž . Ž .b J, Ib	 I  J implies I	 I  J : b H, and hence I  J : b H Lq q q
Ž . Ž .by LS1 . Consequently, I  J L follows by LS2 .q
2. Let L be a saturated finitary q-multiplicative system. We must
Ž . Ž . Ž .prove that L satisfies LS2 . Suppose that I L , J I H and J : a q
Ž . Ž .H L for all a I. By LS3 , there exists some L L I H suchq, f
 4that L	 I, say L a , . . . , a for some a , . . . , a  L. For j1 m q 1 m
 4 Ž . Ž .1, . . . , m , we have L  J : a H L and hence L  L  . . .  Lj j 0 1 m q
 4 L  . . .  L  L . Since L a 	 J for all j 1, . . . , m , we obtain1 q q m 0 j
Ž . Ž .L  L L a   L a 	 J and hence J L by LS1 .0 q 0 1 0 m q
4.3. THEOREM. Let L be a saturated q-multiplicatie system in H.
Ž .1. For X G , we hae
X  xG X : x H L  M .Ž .½ 5L q q
Ž .2. For J I H , the following assertions are equialent:q
Ž .a J L .
Ž .b 1 J .L
Ž .c J H .L L
3. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .a L is a q-localizing system.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b  :  G  G is a module system on G.L
Ž . Ž .c  
 H is an ideal system on H .L L L
Proof. 1. If x X , then xL	 X for some L L , which impliesL q
Ž . Ž .L	 X : x H and thus X : x H L .q q
Ž .If xG and L X : x H L , then xL	 X and thus xq q
Ž .X : L 	 X .q L
Ž .To prove that X  X : L  M , it is sufficient to show thatL L L q q
Ž . 4the system X : L 
 L L is directed. But if L , L  L , then L  Lq 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . L and X : L  X : L 	 X : L  L .q 1 q 2 q 1 2
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Ž . Ž .2. a  b Obvious.
Ž . Ž .b  c Clearly, J	H implies J 	H . If xH , then thereL L L
Ž . Ž .exists some L L such that xL	H and hence x L  J  xLJ 	 J.q q
Ž .Since L  J L , we obtain x J : L  J 	 J .q q L
Ž . Ž . Ž .c  a Since 1 J , we obtain J J : 1 H L by 1.L
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3. a  b We must prove that M1 , M2 , and M3 hold for all
Ž . Ž .X, Y G and cG. M1 is obvious.
Ž .M2 Suppose that X	 Y and x X . Then there existsL L
Ž . Ž .some I L such that xI	 X . We set L Y : x H I H , and byq q q
Ž .1 we must prove that L L . For every a I, we have xa X 	 Y q L q
Y and hence xaL 	 Y for some L  L . This implies aL 	 L andL a q a a
Ž . Ž .hence L 	 L : a H. Consequently, we obtain L : a H L for alla
Ž .a I and hence L L by LS2 .
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .M3 For L L , we have cX : L  c X : L and henceq q
Ž .cX  cX .L L
Ž . Ž .  4  4b  c Observe that 1  1 H . L LL
Ž . Ž . Ž .c  a We must prove that LS2 holds. Suppose that I L ,
Ž . Ž .J I H , and J : a H L for all a I. Using 1, we obtain I	 Jq L
Ž .and therefore H  I 	 J by 2 and M3 . Consequently, J H , andL L L L L
again 2 implies J L .
4.4. COROLLARY. Let L be a q-localizing system on G. Then  is aL
 module system on G satisfying q H   .L L
Proof. By Theorem 4.3.3,  is a module system on G, and forL
Ž . Ž .X G we have X 	 X as observed in Example 2.7.3 , whenceqH  LL q H   .L L
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let r be module system on G such that q r. Then
  L I H 
 1 LŽ . 4q , r q r
is a q-localizing system on H, and   r. q, r
Ž . Ž .Proof. LS1 is obviously satisfied. For the proof of LS2 , suppose that
Ž . Ž .I , J I H , and J : a H for all a I. Then we haveq, r q q, r
Ž .  Ž . Ž .1 I and 1 J : a H for all a I. Since J : a H	 J : a andr r r
Ž . Ž .  Ž .J : a  M , we obtain 1 J : a H 	 J : a for all a I; hencer r r r
I	 J and 1 I 	 J , which implies J .r r r q, r
Ž . Ž .If X G and x X , then there exists some I I H such that qq, r
Ž . Ž .xI	 X and 1 I . Hence we obtain x xI  xI 	 X  X sinceq r r r q r r
q r.
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4.6. DEFINITION. 1. Let L be a q-localizing system in H. Then
Ž . Ž . :  G  G is called the module system induced by L .L
2. Let r be a module system on G such that q r. Then the
Ž .q-localizing system  defined in Proposition 4.5 is called the q-localiz-q, r
 ing system induced by r, and the module system r q   is called the q, r
q-stabilizer of r.
3. Let r be a module system on G such that q r. Then r is called
Ž .q-stable if I J  I  J for all I, J M .r r r q
By definition, we have
X  X  X : I for all X G .Ž .Ž .q r   qq , r
Ž .II Hq
1Ir
 4In particular, if H is an integral domain, q d and 1 H, thenH r
  r 
 M is a star operation on H and  r q 
 M is the stard dH H  operation introduced by W. Fanggui and R. L. McCasland 2, 3 and
  investigated in detail in 1, 9 . The following theorem generalizes 4,
Theorem 2.10 .
4.7. THEOREM. 1. For any q-localizing system L on H, we hae L
 .q,  L
 2. Let r be a module system on G such that q r. Then q r q  r,
and the following assertions are equialent:
Ž .  a r q  r.
Ž .b r  for some q-localizing system L in H.L
Ž .c r is q-stable.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . d For all X G and E G , we hae X : E H f q r
Ž .X : E H .r r
Ž . Ž . Ž . e For all X G and xG, we hae X : x H q r
Ž .X : x H .r r
Proof. 1. By definition, we have J if and only if 1 J  J ,q,   LL L
which is equivalent to J L by Theorem 4.3.2.
 2. By Proposition 4.5,  is a q-localizing system and r q  q, r  q, r    r. Hence Corollary 4.4 implies q q H  q r . q, r
Ž . Ž .a  b Obvious by the definitions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b  c We must prove that I J  I  J for all I, JL L L
Ž .M . If I, J M , then I J	 I  J implies I J 	 I  J . Ifq q L L L L L
Ž . Ž . Ž .x I  J , then I : x H L and J : x H L implies I J : xL L
Ž . Ž . Ž .H I : x  J : x H L , and hence x I J .L
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Ž . Ž .  4  4  Ž . c  d If E  0  a , . . . , a 	G , then X : E H 1 m q r
 m 1  m Ž 1 . m 1 a X H   a X H   a X  H j1 j q r j1 j q r r j1 j r r
Ž .X : E H .r r
Ž . Ž .  4d  e Set E x .
Ž . Ž .e  a We must prove that
X 	 X  X : I for all X G .Ž .Ž .r  qq , r
Ž .II Hq
1Ir
Ž . Ž . Ž . If X G and x X , then 1 X : x H  X : x H . Sincer r r q r
Ž . Ž .L X : x H I H , 1 L , and xL	 X , we obtain x X .q q r q  q, r
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let L , L  be q-localizing systems on H, and let r, r 
be module systems on G.
1. If L 	 L , then    .L  L
2. If q r  r, then  	 .q, r  q, r
 3. If q r  r and r  is q-stable, then r  r q .
4.   .q, r q  q, r
Proof. 1 and 2 are obvious, and 4 follows by Theorem 4.7.1.
 3. If q r  r, then  	 and hence r  r  q   q, r  q, r  q, r    r q . q, r
4.9. DEFINITION. Let L be a q-multiplicative system in H and let
H	D	G be a q-monoid. Then
 L D  L I D 
 LH LŽ . 4q
Ž  is called the extension of L to D recall that q D is a finitary ideal system
Ž . Ž ..on D and I D  I D .q qD 
4.10. THEOREM. Let L be a saturated q-multiplicatie system in H and
let H	D	G be a q-monoid.
   Ž . 41. L D  L I D 
 L J for some J L .q
   2. L D is a saturated q D -multiplicatie system in D satisfying X L D 
Ž . Ž . XD for all X G .L
 3. If L is finitary, then L D is also finitary.
   4. If L is a q-localizing system in H, then L D is a q D -localizing
 system in D and    D .L D  L
 Proof. 1. If L L D , then J LH L and L J. If L
Ž . Ž .I D , J L , and L J, then LH I H and LH J impliesq q
LH L .
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  Ž .  2. By definition, L D 	 I D is saturated. If L , L  L D , thenq 1 2
there exist J , J  L such that L  J and L  J . Then we obtain1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .L  L  L L D  J J  J  J and J  J  L , whence L1 qD  2 1 2 q 1 2 q 1 q 2 1 q 2 1
    L  L . Hence L D is q D -multiplicative.qD  2
Ž .If X G , then
 X  xG 
 X : x D L D 4Ž .L D  qD 
 xG 
 XD : x H L  XD .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .q L
3. Obvious by the definition.
 4. If L is a q-localizing system in H, then  D is a moduleL
Ž .system, and for X G , we have
X  XD  XD  X .Ž . Ž . L D   D LL L
     Hence    D is a module system, and thus L D is a q D -local-L D  L
izing system by Theorem 4.3.3.
We finally study the connection between prime ideals in H and H .L
4.11. PROPOSITION. Let L be a saturated q-multiplicatie system in H,
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .  D H , 	 L  q-spec H  L , and 	 L D  q-spec D  L D .L
Then the maps
 	 L 	 L DŽ . Ž .½ P PL
and
 	 L D 	 LŽ .Ž .½ P PH
are mutually inerse bijections.
Ž . Proof. If P	 L , then P  M 	 M by Corollary 4.4. By 8,L  qD L Ž  .Exercise 11.11 , P is prime and P H P. If P	 L D 	 q-L L
Ž . Ž .  spec D , then PH I H and, again by 8, Exercise 11.11 , PH isq
Ž .prime and P PH .L
5. SPECTRAL SYSTEMS
Throughout this section, let H be a cancellative monoid, let q be a
finitary ideal system on H, and let G be a quotient groupoid of H.
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For integral domains, the notion of spectral localizing systems appears
 in 6, Sect. 5.1 , and its connection with semistar operations is elaborated
 in 4 . Most results of this section generalize and extend the results proved
there to our more general situation.
Ž .5.1. DEFINITION. Let r be a family of module systems on G. A
Then their intersection
r r : G  GŽ . Ž . 
A
is defined by
X  X .r r
A
Ž .5.2. PROPOSITION. 1. Let r be a family of module systems on G A
such that q r for all A. Then
r r 
A
is also a module system on G satisfying q r, and
   .q , r q , r
A
Ž .2. Let L be a family of saturated q-multiplicatie systems in H. A
Then
L L 
A
is also a saturated q-multiplicatie system in H, and
X  X for all X G .Ž .L L
A
In particular, if all L are q-localizing systems, then L is a q-localizing
system, and
   .L L
A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. It is easily checked that r satisfies M1 , M2 , and M3 . If
Ž .X G , then X  X for all A implies X  X and thus q r.r q r q
Ž .If J I H , then we have 1 J if and only if 1 J for all A.q r r
Therefore we obtain
   .q , r q , r
A
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2. Clearly, L is a saturated q-multiplicative system in H. If X
Ž . G , then Theorem 4.3.1 implies
X  xG 
 X : x H L for all A  X . 4Ž . L q  L
A
If all L are q-localizing systems, then all  are module systems; hence L
   is also a module system, and thus L is a q-localizingL A L
system.
Now we derive the connection between localizing systems and the
Ž .classical localizations with respect to prime ideals. For P q-spec H and
Ž .X G , we set
 4X  xG 
 sx X for some sH  P .P
In particular, H is the localization on H at P. We denote byP
1 q  q H  H  P qŽ .P P
Ž  .the quotient system of q see Example 2.8.4 and 8, Definition 7.3 . For
Ž .X G , we have
X  X  XH .Ž .Ž . qq q PPP
Ž .5.3. PROPOSITION. For P q-spec H , we set
L  L I H 
 L P .Ž . 4P q
Ž .1. If P q-spec H , then L  is a q-localizing system in H,P q, qP
and   q .L PP
2. We hae
q q , P
Ž .Pq-max H
and consequently,
X  X for all X G .Ž .q qP
Ž .Pq-max H
Proof. 1. By definition, we have
  L I H 
 1 L  L .Ž . 4q , q q P PP
Ž .Hence L is a q-localizing system. For X G , we haveP
X  xG 
 X : x H P 4Ž .L qP
 xG 
 sx X for some sH  P  X  X , 4 Ž .q q qP P
which implies   q .L PP
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 2. By 8, Theorem 6.4 , we have
 4L  L  H ,1 P
Ž .Pq-max H
and consequently, by Proposition 5.2.2,
q      q. P L LP 1
Ž . Ž .Pq-max H Pq-max H
Ž .5.4. DEFINITION. 1. For 
	 q-spec H , we call

 Q q-spec H 
Q	 P for some P 
 4Ž .
the q-closure of 
 under generization. We set
L  L and q  q , 
 P 
 P
P
 P

Ž .where L is defined in Proposition 5.3. In particular, L  I H andP  q
  Ž .q  s G see Example 1.7.3 .
2. Let L be a saturated q-multiplicative system in H. Then we set
	 L  q-spec H  L P q-spec H 
 1 P , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . L
and
L  L  L  Lsp 	 Ž L . P
Ž .P	 L
L is called q-spectral if L L .sp
3. Let r be a module system on G and let q r. Then we set
	 q , r 	   P q-spec H 
 1 P 4Ž . Ž .Ž .q , r r
and
r  q  q .sp 	 Žq , r . P
Ž .P	 q , r
The module system r is called q-prespectral if r  r and q-spectral ifsp
r r .sp
Ž .5.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that 
	 q-spec H .
1. q is a module system on G satisfying q q ,   L , and
 
 q, q 


q   .
 L
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Ž . Ž . 2. 	 L 	 q, q  
 .
 

3. L  L  and q  q  .
 
 
 

4. q is q-spectral and q-stable.

Proof. 1. By Proposition 5.3 and 5.2.1, q is a module system on G

and q q . Also,

    L  L q , q q , q P 

 P
P
 P

and
q  q     . 
 P L LP 

P
 P

Ž . Ž . Ž .2. We have 	 q, q  q-spec H    q-spec H  L 
 q, q 


Ž .	 L by 1. If P 
, then

	 L  q-spec H  L  Q q-spec H 
Q	 P , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .P P
and therefore,
	 L  	 L  
 .Ž . Ž .
 P
P

Ž .3. If P, Q q-spec H and Q	 P, then L 	 L . Hence we obtainP Q
L  L  and q      q  by 1.
 
 
 L L 

 

4. We have
 q q      q
  L 
q ,q 


by 1, and thus q is q-stable by Theorem 4.7. By 2 and 3, we obtain

q  q  q  q ,Ž . sp
 P 
 

Ž .P	 q , q

and therefore q is q-spectral.

5.6. THEOREM. Let L be a q-localizing system in H.
1. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .a L is q-spectral.
Ž . Ž .b L L for some 
	 q-spec H .

Ž . Ž . Ž .c For eery J I H  L , there exists some P	 L such thatq
J	 P.
Ž .2.    .L sp L sp
3. L is q-spectral if and only if  is q-spectral.L
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Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. a  b Obvious.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b  c Suppose that L L and J I H  L . Then there
 q
exists some P 
 such that J L and hence J	 P. By PropositionP
 Ž . Ž .5.5.2, however, we have 
	 
 	 L 	 L .

Ž . Ž .c  a We must prove that L 	 L . If L L , then L Psp sp
Ž . Ž .for all P	 L , and hence L L by c .
Ž .2. By Theorem 4.7.1 and Proposition 5.5.1, we have  L sp
q  q     .	 Žq,  . 	 Ž L . L LL 	 Ž L . sp
Ž .3. If L is q-spectral, then      by 2, and thus  isL sp L L Lsp
q-spectral.
If  is q-spectral, then 2 and Theorem 4.7.1 implyL
L     L .sp q ,  q , Ž  . q , L sp L sp L
5.7. THEOREM. Let r be a module system on G and let q r.
Ž  . Ž . Ž .1. 	 q, r q 	 q, r , and  	    L .q, r q, r sp q, r 	 Žq, r .sp
     2. r q  r  r q  r q . In particular, r is q-stable.sp sp sp sp
3. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .a r is q-spectral.
Ž . Ž .b r q for some 
	 q H .
 spec
Ž .c r is q-prespectral and q-stable.
Ž  . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. By Proposition 4.8.4, 	 q, r q 	  	  q, r q  q, r
Ž . Ž .	 q, r . By definition, we have  	   L  L , andq, r q, r sp 	 Ž . 	 Žq, r .q, r
Proposition 5.5.1 implies    L .q, r q, q 	 Žq, r .sp 	 Žq, r .
 2. By 1, we obtain r q  q  q  r andsp 	 Žq, r q . 	 Žq, r . sp
     r q .Ž .  spq , r sp q , r sp
By Theorem 5.6.2, we have
     r q ,Ž . spŽ . q , r sp q , r sp
   and since obviously r q  r q , all assertions follow.sp
Ž . Ž .3. a  b If r is q-spectral, then r r  q .sp 	 Žq, r .
Ž . Ž .b  c By Proposition 5.5.4.
Ž . Ž .c  a Since r is q-prespectral, we have r  r, and since r issp
 q-stable, 2 implies r r q  r .sp
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5.8. THEOREM. Let r be a module system on G and let q r. Then the
following assertions are equialent:
1. r is q-prespectral.
Ž .2. For eery J I H such that 1 J , there exists some P q-q r
Ž .spec H such that 1 P and J	 P.r
Ž .3. For all X G , we hae
X  X .Ž .r r P
Ž .P	 q , r
 4. r  r q .sp
 5. r q is q-spectral.
6.   L .q, r 	 Žq, r .
7.  is q-spectral.q, r
Ž .8. For all X G , we hae
X  X .Ž .r q  q P
Ž .P	 q , r
Ž .Proof. 1 2. Suppose that J I H and 1 J . Since r  r, weq r sp
obtain
1 J  J ,r Psp
Ž .P	 q , r
Ž .and thus there exists some P	 q, r such that 1 J and hence J	 P.P
Ž .2 3. Suppose that X G , and set
X X .Ž . r P
Ž .P	 q , r
Then we have X X , and we assume that there exists some z X  X .r r
We set
J X : z H I HŽ . Ž .r q
Ž .and obtain J 	 X : z and hence 1 J . Therefore there exists somer r r
Ž . Ž .P	 q, r such that J	 P. Since z X , there exists some sH  Pr P
such that sz X , which implies s J, a contradiction.r
Ž .3 1. For X G , we have
X  X 	 X  X ,Ž .Ž . r q r rPPsp
Ž . Ž .P	 q , r P	 q , r
and consequently, r  r.sp
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   1 4. By Theorem 5.7.2, r  r implies r  r q  r q  rsp sp sp sp
 and hence r  r q .sp
4 5 and 6 7 are obvious.
5 6. By Theorem 5.7 and Proposition 4.8.4, we obtain
 L  L  q , r q  .	 Žq , r . 	 Žq , r q . q , r q  q , rsp
7 1. By Proposition 5.5.1, Theorem 5.7.1, and Theorem 4.7.2, we
obtain
 r  q        r q  r .sp 	 Žq , r . L Ž . 	 Žq , r . q , r sp s , r
6 8. By definition and Proposition 5.3, we have
X  X  X  X  X .Ž . r q   L L q Pq , r 	 Žq , r . P
Ž . Ž .P	 q , r P	 q , r
 8 6. Since r q  q , we obtain, using Proposition 4.8.1,P	 Žq, r . P
5.2.1, and 5.3,
     L  L . q , r q , r q  q , q P P Žq , r .P
Ž . Ž .P	 q , r P	 q , r
6. FINITARY LOCALIZING SYSTEMS
Throughout this section, let H be a cancellative monoid, let q be a
finitary ideal system on H, and let G be a quotient groupoid of H.
Localizing systems corresponding to finitary module systems can intrinsi-
cally be characterized by spectral properties. For integral domains, this is
   elaborated in 6, Sect. 5.1 and, in a more general setting, in 4 .
6.1. DEFINITION. Let L be a saturated q-multiplicative system in H.
Then we call
L  L L 
 L J for some J L I HŽ . 4f q , f
the finitary kernel of L .
By the very definition, L is a saturated finitary q-multiplicative systemf
and hence a finitary q-localizing system in H by Proposition 4.2.2. Also,
Ž .L  L 	 L , and L  L if and only if L is finitary. If L  is a finitaryf f f f
q-localizing system in H such that L 	 L , then L 	 L .f
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6.2. PROPOSITION. Let L be a q-localizing system in H. Then we hae
     ,Ž .L L Lff
and if L is finitary, then  is also finitary.L
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if L is finitary then so is  . ForL
then  is always finitary, L 	 L implies    , and hence  L f L L Lf f f
Ž .   by Proposition 3.2.L f L
Ž .Now let L be finitary, let X G , and let z X . We must proveL
Ž . Ž .that z E for some E X . Since L X : z H L , thereL f q
Ž . Ž .exists some J L I H such that J	 L, say J F , where F J .q, f q f
Ž .Since Fz	 X and q is finitary, there exists some E X such thatq f
Ž . Ž .Fz	 E and hence z E : F  E : J 	 E .q q q L
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let r be a module system on G and let q r.
Ž .1.    , and, if r is finitary, then  is also finitary.q, r q, r f q, rf
 2. If r is finitary, then r q is also finitary.
3. We hae
r ,f   r q  r q ff ½  r q .
Proof. 1. If L , then 1 L , and hence 1 E for someq, r r rf f
Ž . Ž .E L . If J E 	 L, then 1 E  E  J implies J f q r q r r q, r
Ž . Ž .I H , and, consequently, L  .q, f q, r f
Ž . Ž .If L  , then there exists some J  I H such thatq, r f q, r q, f
Ž .J	 L, say J E , for some E J . Now q r implies q r , andq f f
hence
1 J  E  E  E  E  J ,Ž . Ž .r q r r q rrr f ff
which implies J and hence L .q, r q, rf f
Ž .If r is finitary, then r r and hence     is alsof q, r q, r q, r ff
finitary.
 2. If r is finitary, then  is finitary by 1, and therefore r q  q, r  q, r
is finitary by Proposition 6.2.
     3. By Proposition 3.3.1, we have r q  r q , and r q  r impliesf
           r q  r . By 2, r q is finitary and hence r q  r q implies r q  r q .f f f f f f
Next we shall prove that every finitary q-localizing system is q-spectral,
and we shall characterize the q-spectral q-localizing systems among the
Ž .finitary ones. To do this, we need the Zariski topology on q-spec H .
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Ž .For I I H , we setq
V I  P q-spec H 
 P I , 4Ž . Ž .q
and for cH, we set
D c  P q-spec H 
 c P . 4Ž . Ž .q
 Ž . Ž .4Then the system V I 
 I I H is the system of closed sets of aq q
Ž .topology on q-spec H , called the q-Zariski topology, and the system
 Ž . 4D c 
 cH is a basis for the q-Zariski topology.q
6.4. THEOREM. Let L be a q-localizing system on H. Then the following
assertions are equialent:
1. L is finitary.
Ž .2. L is q-spectral, and 	 L is quasi-compact in the q-Zariski topol-
ogy.
Ž .3. L L for some quasi-compact subset 
	 q-spec H .

Proof. 1 2. We prove first that L is q-spectral. By Theorem 5.6.1
Ž . Ž .we must prove that, for every J I H  L , there exists some P	 Lq
 such that J	 P. Since q is finitary, this follows from 8, Theorem 6.3 .
Suppose that we have an open covering
	 L 	 D cŽ . Ž . q 
A
Ž .  4 Ž .for some family c . If L c 
 A  I H , then we have A  q q
Ž .L P and hence L L for all P	 L . Hence we obtain L LP 	 Ž L .
Ž . L  L . Since L is finitary, there exists some J L I H suchsp q, f
Ž .that J	 L. By Proposition 2.3.2, there exists some A  A such that0 f
 4J	 c 
 A , and we assert that 0 q
	 L 	 D c .Ž . Ž . 
A 0
Ž .Indeed, if P	 L , then J P implies c  P for some A , and 0
Ž .hence P D c .A 0
2 3. Obvious.
3 1. Suppose that L L for some quasi-compact subset 
	 q-

Ž .spec H , and L L . Then we have L P for all P 
 and hence

	 D c .Ž . q
cL
Ž .Since 
 is quasi-compact, there exists some E L such that 
	f
Ž . Ž . D c . If J E  I H , then J	 L and J P for all P 
,c E q q q, f
which implies J L .
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Ž .  4If 
	 q-spec H , then H 
 P 
 is said to be of finite character if forP
  4 Ž  .every cH the set P 
 
 cH is finite see 8, Definition 21.1 .P
 4By definition, H 
 P 
 is of finite character if and only if the setP
Ž . Ž .V cH  
 
 D c is finite for every cH.q q
Ž .  46.5. COROLLARY. Let 
	 q-spec H be a subset such that H 
 P 
P
is of finite character. Then L is finitary. In particular, if 
 is finite, then L
 

Ž .is finitary. Also, for eery P q-spec H , L is finitary.P
Ž . Proof. Suppose that 
 D c is finite for every cH . Then 
 isq
quasi-compact in the q-Zariski topology, and the assertion follows by
Theorem 6.4.
6.6. COROLLARY. Let L be a finitary q-localizing system in H and let
Ž .X G . Then we hae
X  X .Ž .L q P
Ž .P	 L
Proof. By Theorem 6.4, L L  L , and thus Propositionsp P	 Ž L . P
5.3 implies
X  X  X  X .Ž .  L L q q PP P
Ž . Ž . Ž .P	 L P	 L P	 L
6.7. THEOREM. Let r be a finitary module system on G and let q r.
1. r is q-prespectral.
Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .2. 	 q, r  MH 
M r-max H 	 q-spec H .r
Ž .3. For X G , we hae
X  X : E  X : E  X .Ž . Ž . Ž .  r q  q q q MH
Ž . Ž . Ž .E H E H Mr-max Hf r
1E 1Er r
Proof. 1. Since r is finitary,  is finitary by Proposition 6.3.1 andq, r
hence q-spectral by Theorem 6.4. By Theorem 5.8, r is q-prespectral.
Ž .2. Observe that r 
  H is a finitary ideal system on H , and ifr r
Ž . Ž .I I H , then IH I H .r r q
Ž . Ž .  If Q	 q, r , then Q  I H and Q H . By 8, Theorem 6.4 ,r r r r r
Ž .there exists some M r-max H such that Q 	M and hence Q	Mr r
 Ž .4H, which implies Q MH 
M r-max H .r
 Ž .4 Ž .If Q MH 
M r-max H 	 q-spec H , then Q	MH forr
Ž . Ž .some M r-max H , and hence Q 	 MH 	M, which implies 1r r r
Ž .Q and thus Q	 q, r .r
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3. By definition, we have
X  X  X : L  X : EŽ . Ž . r q   q q qq , r
Ž . Ž .LI H E Hq
Ž .1 E1L q rr
 X : E  X : E .Ž . Ž . q q
Ž . Ž .E H E Hf
1E 1Er r
Ž . Ž . Ž .If E H and 1 E , then there exists some F E 	 Hr f f
Ž . Ž .such that 1 F , and since X : E 	 X : F , we obtainr q q
X : E 	 X : E .Ž . Ž . q q
Ž . Ž .E H E Hf
1E 1Er r
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž . If 
 MH 
M r-max H 	 q-spec H , then 	 q, r  
 by 2,r
and therefore   L  L by Theorem 5.8 and Proposition 5.5.3.q, r 	 Žq, r . 

Hence we obtain
X  X  X  X  X .Ž . Ž . r q   L q qP MHq , r 

P
 Ž .Mr-max Hr
7. FLATNESS
Throughout this section, let H be a cancellative monoid, let q be a
finitary ideal system on H, and let G be a quotient groupoid of H.
There is a close connection between flat ring extensions and localizing
Ž      .systems see, e.g., 6, Remark 5.1.11 , 5, Sect. 2 , 7, Proposition 1.2 . We
shall generalize and extend these results in our situation. We start with a
relative result.
7.1. THEOREM. Let H	D	G be an oermonoid, let r be a finitary
ideal system on D, and let q r. Then the following assertions are equialent:
Ž .1. D	H for all P	 q, r .P
Ž 1 . 2. z HH D for all zD .r
Ž . Ž . Ž .3. J  JH for all J I D and Q r-spec D .Q Q H r
Ž .4. D H for all M r-max D .M M H
5. We hae
D H . M H
Ž .Mr-max D
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6. DH .r q 
7. There exists a finitary q-localizing system L in H such that DHL
and L D for all L L .r
8. There exists a saturated q-multiplicatie system L in H such that
DH and L D for all L L .L r
Proof. The equivalence of 1, 2, 4, and 5 is proved under weaker
 assumptions in 8, Exercise 27.2 , and 3 4 is obvious.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3. If J I D and Q r-spec D , then clearly JHr Q H
 4 1	 J . Suppose that z J  0 , say z s a, where 0 a J and sQ Q
D Q. We set a u1c and s u1 t, where u, c, tH , and we observe
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .that a HH  s HH D. Hence we obtainr r
D a1HH  s1HH 	 a1H s1HH ,Ž . Ž . Ž .r r rr
which implies a1H s1HHQ. If y a1H s1HH Q,
Ž .1Ž . Žthen ay JH, syH Q, and, therefore z sy ay  J
.H .Q H
5 6. By Theorem 6.7.3, since H D.r
6 7. Set L .q, r
7 8. Obvious.
Ž .8 1. If P	 q, r , then 1 P implies P L . If aDH ,r L
Ž . Ž .then H : a H L by Theorem 4.3.1 and hence H : a H P. If
Ž .s H : a H  P, then saH and thus aH .P
7.2. DEFINITION. Let H	D	G be an overmonoid.
1. Let r be a finitary ideal system on D such that q r. Then D is
Ž .called q, r -flat over H if the equivalent conditions of Theorem 7.1 are
satisfied.
Ž  .2. D is called q-flat over H if D is a q-monoid and D is q, q D -flat
over H.
7.3. COROLLARY. Let H	D	G be an oermonoid, and let r, r  be
finitary ideal systems on D such that q r r .
1. Let L be a q-localizing system in H such that DH . Then D isL
Ž .q,  -flat oer H.L
Ž . Ž .2. If D is q, r -flat oer H, then D is q, r  -flat oer H.
Ž .3. If D is q-flat oer H, then D is q, r -flat oer H.
Proof. 1 and 2 follow immediately from Theorem 7.1.
 3. By 2, since q r implies q D  r.
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7.4. PROPOSITION. Let H	D	G be a q-monoid and let L  .0 q, qD 
1. H 	D, and equality holds if and only if D is q-flat oer H.L 0
2. If D is q-flat oer H and L is a saturated q-multiplicatie system in
H such that DH , then L 	 L .L 0
    Proof. 1. Since   q D q  q D , we obtain H 	H  L qD q, qD  0
D. By Theorem 7.1, D is q-flat over H if and only if DH H .qD q  L 0
 2. If DH , then Corollary 4.4 implies q D   . If L L ,L L 0
then 1 L 	 L implies L L by Theorem 4.3.2.qD  L
7.5. THEOREM. Let H	D	G be a q-monoid and let 
 MH 
M
Ž .4 Ž . q-max D 	 q-spec H .
A. Let L be a saturated q-multiplicatie system in H such that DH ,L
Ž . Ž . Žand let 	 L be the set of all maximal elements in 	 L with respect tomax
.	 . Then the following assertions are equialent:
1. L .q, qD 
2. L	 .q, qD 
 3.   q D .L
Ž . Ž . Ž .4. For all I I H , we hae I IH  IH .q qD  L
Ž .  Ž .45. q-spec D  P 
 P	 L .L
Ž .  Ž . 46. q-max D  P 
 P	 L .qD  max
Ž .  Ž . 47. q-max D  P 
 P	 L .L max
Ž .8. 	 L  
.max
9. L L .

B. D is q-flat oer H if and only if DH for some saturatedL
q-multiplicatie system L in H satisfying the equialent conditions stated
in A.
Proof. A. 1 2. Obvious.
 2 3. Since q D   by Corollary 4.4, we must prove thatL
Ž . Ž .X 	 X for every X G . If X G and x X , then thereL qD  L
exists some L L such that xL	 X . Since L , we have 1q q, qD 
Ž .L , and therefore x xL 	 X  X .qD  qD  q qD  qD 
  Ž . Ž .3 4. Since   q D , we have IH  IH , andL L qD 
Ž .obviously IH 	 I. If x I	H , then xL	H for some L LqD  L
Ž .and hence xL	 IH, which implies x IH .L
Ž . Ž .4 5. If P	 L , then P  q-spec D by Proposition 4.11. IfL
Ž . Ž .Q q-spec D , then Q QH by 4; hence PQH L , andL
Ž . Ž .since obviously P q-spec H , we infer P	 L .
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Ž . Ž .5 2. Suppose that L I H  . Then L  I D q q, qD  qD  q
 4 Ž  . Ž .D , and hence by 8, Theorem 6.3 there exists some Q q-spec D
Ž .such that L 	Q. By 5, there exists some P	 L such that L	qD 
L 	 P , and hence L	 P H P by Proposition 4.11. Now L LqD  L L
follows.
5 6. We may already use 3, which implies P  P for allL qD 
Ž .P	 L . By 5, the map
	 L  q-spec DŽ . Ž .½ P PL
Žis surjective and inclusion-preserving. Since it is also injective by Proposi-
.tion 4.11 , the assertion follows.
6 7. It is sufficient to prove that P  P for all PL qD 
Ž . Ž . Ž .	 L . If P	 L , then P  q-spec D by Proposition 4.11 andmax max L
Ž .P 	 P by Corollary 4.4. Since P  q-max D by assumption, equal-qD  L qD 
ity follows.
7 8. By Proposition 4.11, we obtain

 MH 
M q-max D  P H 
 P	 L 	 L . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .max maxL
8 9. Clearly, L  L  L  L  L . If L  q-
 	 Ž L . 	 Ž L . spma x
Ž . Ž . Ž .spec H  L , then L D, and since L  I D 	 I D , there existsL L  qL
Ž .some M q-max D such that L 	M. Hence we obtain L	 L H	L L
MH, and therefore L L .

Ž .9 1. For J I H we have J if and only if J q q, qD  qD 
Ž .D, which is equivalent to JM and hence JMH for all M q-
Ž .max D . But the latter condition holds if and only if J L .

B. Note that DH for some saturated q-multiplicative system LL
in H satisfying the equivalent conditions stated in A holds if and only if
DH , and by Proposition 7.4.1 this is equivalent to the assertion q,qD 
that D is q-flat over H.
In the case of integral domains, Theorem 7.5 has interesting applications
Žin the theory of Prufer domains and generalized Dedekind domains see¨
   .6, Chap. V and 7 . We shall extend these results in our situation in a
subsequent paper. Here we mention only one simple consequence. Recall
 from 8, Definition 17.1 that H is called a q-Prufer monoid if every¨
q-finitely generated q-ideal of H is q-invertible.
7.6. COROLLARY. Let H be a q-Prufer monoid, let L be a saturated¨
q-multiplicatie system in H, and let DH . Then L is finitary if and only ifL
L .q, qD 
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 Proof. Since q D is finitary,  is finitary by Proposition 6.3.1.q, qD 
Now let L be finitary. By Theorem 7.5, it is sufficient to prove that
Ž .L	 . If L L , there exists some J L I H such that J	 L.q, qD  q, f
Ž .Since H : J 	H D and J is q-invertible, we obtainL
H J  H : J 	 J  D J ,Ž .q q qD 
and hence 1 J 	 L , which implies L .qD  qD  q, qD 
The following two results yield to criteria for a flat extension to be
finitely generated. They extend and generalize previous results of P.
Ž  .Schenzel and E. L. Popescu see 5, Corollary 2.11 and Theorem 2.12 . We
need some notation.
Ž .7.7. DEFINITION. 1. For a subset 	 I H , we denote by * theq
smallest q-multiplicative system in H which contains . Explicitly, *
Ž .consists of all L I H such that L J    J for some J , . . . ,q 1 m 1
J  .m
 2. For a subset Y	G, we denote by H Y the smallest q-monoidq
in G which contains H Y. Explicitly,
N
n H Y  HY ,q  ž /
N1 n0 q
0  4 n  4where Y  1 and Y  y    y 
 y , . . . , y  Y for n 1.1 n 1 n
7.8. PROPOSITION. Let H	D	G be a q-monoid, and suppose that D
is q-flat oer H.
  1. If Y	D is such that DH Y , thenq
  y1HH 
 y Y *. 4q , qD 
Ž .2. Let 	 I D be such that   *. Then there exists someq q, qD 
  Ž .subset Y	D such that DH Y , Y is finite if  is finite, and card Y q
Ž .card  if  is infinite.
3. The following assertions are equialent:
Ž .   Ž .a DH Y for some Y D .q f
Ž .  4 Ž .b   L * for some L I D .q, qD  q
Ž .  4 Ž .c   L * for some L  I D .q, qD  0 0 q, f
 1 4 Proof. 1. We set L y HH 
 y Y *. For every yD , Theo-
Ž 1 . 1rem 7.1 implies y HH D, hence y HH , and,qD  q, qD 
Ž 1 .consequently, L	 . For every y Y, we have y H : y HHq, qD 
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	H , which impliesL
 DH Y 	H 	H D.q L  q ,qD 
Hence DH , and Theorem 7.5 implies L .L q, qD 
Ž .2. If J 	 , then J  JD D, and thus there existsq, qD  qD  q
Ž . Ž .some F  D such that 1 JF . We setJ f J q
Y F , J
J
   1and we must prove that D	H Y . If zD , then z HHq q, qD 
 * by Theorem 7.1, and thus there exist J , . . . , J   such that1 m
z1HH J    J . Hence we obtain1 m
z1HH Y m  J Y    J Y  J F    J F ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 1 J m J1 m
and, consequently,
m
m 1 mHY  z z HH Y  z J F .Ž . Ž .Ł j J j
j1
Ž .  4Since 1 J F for all j 1, . . . , m , we obtainj J qj
m
m  z z J F 	 HY 	H Y .Ž . q qŁ j J jž /j1 q
Ž . Ž .  1 43. a  b By 1, we have   y HH 
 y Y * andq, qD 
 4hence   L *, whereq, qD 
L y1HH .Ž .Łž /
yY q
Ž . Ž .  4b  c If   L *, then L D implies 1 E andq, qD  qD  qD 
Ž . Ž .hence E D for some E L . If L  E 	 L, then L  I D ,qD  f 0 q 0 q, f
 4  4  4  4L   L *	 L *, and hence L * L *.0 q, qD  0 0
Ž . Ž .c  a By 2.
7.9. PROPOSITION. Let H	D	G be a q-monoid and let 
 P q-
4spec 
DH .P
Ž .1.   q-spec H 	 
, and equality holds if and only if D isq, qD 
q-flat oer H.
2. If D is q-flat oer H and H is q-noetherian, then 
* .q, qD 
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Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. If P q-spec H  
, then D	H implies P  PDP qD  q
Ž .	 PH  P ; hence 1 P and P .P q P qD  q, qD 
By definition, 
	 holds if and only if D	H for all Pq, qD  P
Ž  .	 q, q D . By Theorem 7.1 this is equivalent to the fact that D is q-flat
over H.
2. By 1, we have 
	 and hence 
*	 . If J ,q, qD  q, qD  q, qD 
Ž . Ž .then we have P  q-spec H 	 
 for all P q-spec H suchq, qD 
 that P J. By 8, Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 , there are only finitely
Ž .many P q-spec H which are minimal over J, say P , . . . , P , their1 m
Ž .intersection  J  P   P is the radical of J, and there exists1 m
Ž .N Ž .Nsome N such that  J 	 J. Consequently, we obtain P    P1 m
	 J and hence J 
*.
7.10. COROLLARY. Let H	D	G be an oermonoid. Suppose that H is
 Ž . 4q-noetherian and D is q-flat oer H. If the set 
 P q-spec H 
DHP
 possesses only finitely many minimal elements, then DH Y for someq
Ž .Y D .f
Proof. Let 
 be the finite set of minimal elements of 
. Then0

 
* by Proposition 7.9.2, and the assertion follows from0 q, qD 
Proposition 7.8.2.
8. INTEGRAL ELEMENTS
Throughout this section, let G be a groupoid, let q be a finitary module
system on G, and let H	D	G be q-monoids.
The concept of module systems allows a more general treatment of the
theory of generalized integral elements than the theory of ideal systems. In
this final section we shall derive this theory, which is indeed very close to
that for rings.
8.1. DEFINITION. 1. An element zG is called q-integral over H if
Ž .  4zE	 E for some E G such that E 0 . We setqH  f
G  4cl H  cl H  zG 
 z is q-integral over H ,Ž . Ž .q q
Ž . Ž .and we call cl H the q-closure of H in G .q
Ž .2. A subset X	G is called q-integral over H if X	 cl H .q
Ž .3. H is called q-integrally closed in D if D cl H H, and H isq
called q-integrally closed if it is q-integrally closed in its quotient groupoid.
8.2. PROPOSITION. 1. If G is a quotient groupoid of H, then
clG H  J : J .Ž . Ž .q
Ž .JI Hq , f
 4J 0
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Ž . Ž .2. cl H 	 cl D .q q
3. If q is a finitary module system on G such that q q, then
Ž . Ž .cl H 	 cl H .q q
Ž . Ž .4. cl H is a q-monoid, and H	 cl H .q q
Ž .5. If X G , then X is q-integral oer H if and only if XE	 Ef qH 
Ž .  4for some E G such that E 0 .f
GŽ . Ž .Proof. 1. If z cl H , then zE	 E for some E G suchq qH  f
 4that E 0 , and since G is a quotient groupoid of H, there exists some
 Ž .  4cH such that cE	H. If J E , then J I H , J 0 , andqH  q, f
Ž . Ž .z E : E  J : J .qH 
Ž .  4 Ž .If J I H and J 0 , then J E for some E H suchq, f qH  f
 4 Ž .that E 0 , and if z J : J , then zE	 J E .qH 
Ž2 and 3 are obvious observe that q q implies that H is a
.q-monoid .
 4  4 Ž .4. If aH, then a 1 	H 1 implies a cl H . If z , z qH  q 1 2
Ž . Ž .  4cl H , then there exist E , E  G such that E  0 and z E 	q 1 2 f   
Ž .  4 Ž .E for  1, 2 . Then we have E E E  G and z z E qH  1 2 f 1 2
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z E z E 	 E E 	 E , which implies z z  cl H .1 1 2 2 1 qH  2 qH  qH  1 2 q
Ž .  45. If XE	 E for some E G such that E 0 , thenqH  f
xE	 E for every x X and thus X is q-integral over H.qH 
 4 Ž .If X x , . . . , x is q-integral over H, there exist E , . . . , E  G1 m 1 m f
 4 Ž .  4such that E  0 and x E 	 E for all j 1, . . . , m . If E Ej j j j qH  1
Ž .  4   E , then E G , E 0 , and x E E    x E    E 	 Em f j 1 j j m 1
Ž .  4   E    E 	 E for all j 1, . . . , m , whence XE	 E .j qH  m qH  qH 
If G is a quotient groupoid of H, then Proposition 8.2.1 shows that the
 concept of q-integrality coincides with that presented in 8, Chap. 14 .
8.3. PROPOSITION. 1. If q s, then an element zG is s-integral oer
H if and only if z n H for some n.
2. If G is a field and q d, then an element zG is d-integral oer H
if and only if it is integral oer H in the usual ring-theoretical sense.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that given in 8, Theorem
14.3 under the additional assumption that G is a quotient groupoid of H.
8.4. PROPOSITION. Let zG be q-integral oer D, and let D be q-in-
GŽ .tegral oer H. Then z is q-integral oer H. In particular, cl H is q-integrallyq
closed in G.
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Ž .  4 Ž .Proof. Let E G be such that E 0 and zE	 E  ED .f qD  q
Ž . Ž .Since q is finitary, there exists some F D such that zE	 EF .f q
Since F is q-integral over H, Proposition 8.2.5 implies the existence of
Ž .  4 some E G such that E 0 and FE	 E . Hence we obtainf qH 
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .EE G , EE 0 , and zEE	 EF E	 EFE 	 EE .f q q qH 
Therefore z is q-integral over H.
 8.5. PROPOSITION. Let L be a q H -multiplicatie system in H.
Ž . Ž .1. cl H 	 cl H . In particular, if H is q-integrally closed, then soq L q L
is H .L
  Ž . Ž .2. If L is a q H -localizing system, then cl H 	 cl H . In L q LL
particular, if H is q-integrally closed, then H is  -integrally closed.L L
Ž . Ž .3. If L is finitary, then cl H  cl H . L q LL
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. Suppose that z cl H , and let E G be such thatq L f
 4 Ž .E 0 and zE	 E  EH . Since q is finitary, there exists someqH  L qL
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F H such that zE	 EF . Since F	 H : L and H : Lf L q L L
4 Ž .
 L L is directed, there exists some L L such that F	 H : L and
Ž . Ž . Ž .hence zEL	 EFL 	 E . Consequently, zL	 E : E 	 cl Hq qH  qH  q
Ž Ž . . Ž .and z cl H : L 	 cl H .q q L
Ž . Ž .2. Suppose that z cl H , and let E G be such that L fL
 4 Ž . Ž . 4E 0 and zE	 E  E : L . Since E : L 
 L L is L L qH  qH L
Ž .directed, there exists some L L such that zE	 E : L and henceqH 
Ž . Ž . Ž .zL	 E : E  cl H . Consequently, we obtain z cl H .qH  q q L
Ž .3. Suppose that z cl H , and let L L be such that zL	q L
Ž . Ž .cl H . Since L is finitary, there exists some L  L I H such thatq 0 q, f
Ž . Ž .L 	 L, say L  F , where F L . Since zF	 cl H , Proposi-0 0 qH  f 0 q
Ž .  4tion 8.2.5 implies the existence of some E G such that E 0 andf
Ž . Ž .zFE	 E . Hence we obtain zE	 E : F  E : L 	 E , andqH  qH  qH  0 L
Ž .thus z cl H .L
Ž . Ž . Ž .8.6. COROLLARY. 1. If P q-spec H , then cl H  cl H .q P q P
2. We hae
cl H  cl H .Ž . Ž .q q P
Ž .Pq-max H
Proof. 1. By Proposition 8.5.3, applied with L L .P
2. By 1 and Proposition 5.3.2.
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